Recipient Insight

Puts key information for 750,000 Federal grant recipient and applicant organizations at your fingertips to deliver the most comprehensive risk analysis tool available for safeguarding Federal investments.

Recipient Insight

Recipient Insight collects key data regarding federal grant recipients and applicants from a variety of public data sources. Using advanced data technologies such as machine learning and intelligent automation it provides concise profiles of selected organizations. Recipient Insight looks for patterns in data to suggest potential problem areas, compare grant recipients to key benchmarks, and provides actionable information to help grantors assess recipient capacity and performance.

Discover potential risk factors

Recipient Insight was developed by GrantSolutions to provide you an unprecedented view of an applicant or federal grant recipient throughout the grant life cycle; from evaluating applicants in the pre-award phase, to monitoring performance and financial status, to flagging any problematic changes since award.

Provide management with quick insights

Recipient Insight is designed to lighten the Federal staff’s burden by automating the collection of data from multiple sources, keeping the information up-to-date, and presenting the data in a straightforward, actionable way. Enabling grant managers to spend more of their limited time focused on resolving potential problem areas and less on clerical duties.

Access Recipient Insight

Recipient Insight is available to all Federal PIV card holders. Access greater insights into your grant recipients within minutes at GrantSolutions.gov/insight
Recipient Insight draws key data about all Federal grant recipients and applicants from seven databases: SAM.GOV, USA Spending, IRS Form 990, Federal Audit Clearinghouse, the Program Support Center, FAPIIS, and GrantSolutions. Data collected from these databases are updated regularly to make the latest information available to users—and more data sources are coming.

- **Compliance**
  Recipient Insight captures registration status and expiration dates; exclusions, federal debt and debarment flags; and other up-to-date information relevant to grantee compliance.

- **Active Grants**
  Recipient Insight captures data on all active Federal grant awards from the past 5 years. Information available for each grantee includes an overview of all their existing grant projects, who funded them, and for how much. Users can then link directly to USASpending.gov for a deeper analysis, if needed.

- **Audit History and Prediction**
  Recipient Insight captures audit findings for each grantee from the past 3 years. It uses advanced machine learning capabilities to analyze data patterns and can predict the likelihood of an organization having an audit finding within the next year with 96% accuracy.

- **Nonprofit Data**
  Recipient Insight captures annual IRS 990 data to provide key organizational information about nonprofit organizations, including revenue, assets, salaries and other key expenses, and allows grant managers to see relationships between grantees and key personnel across peer groups.

- **Payments**
  Recipient Insight provides drawdown amounts from PSC's Payment Management System to assist grant managers in tracking grantee financial expenditures and looking for unusual drawdown patterns.

Get started with Recipient Insight: go to GrantSolutions.gov/insight today! All you need to start gaining insights about your grant recipients and applicants is your Federally issued PIV Card.

Want to learn more about Recipient Insight and how you can get your features added? Contact the Recipient Insight Team at insight@grantsolutions.gov.

Get the latest insights and stay informed about Recipient Insight.

GrantSolutions Recipient Insight was recognized with GCN Government Innovation Award for "Intelligent Grants Automation" in November 2018.